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Mr Chairman,

Mr Director-General,

Honourable Ministers and Distinguished Delegates,

My country is honoured t( invited by the Council

of FAO, and its distinguished Director-Gener-11

Edouard Saouma, t _liver this McDougall

Lecture on the occasion of the Fortieth Anniversary

of the Organization.

Many distinguished speakers have delivered this

lecture from this podium: the Prime Minister

of India, Indira Adi; the Prime Minister of

Austria, Bruno Kreisky; the President of Zambia,

Kenneth Kaunda. ,Notwithstanding their different

points of views the spirit they expressed was the

same - humanitys determination and desire to

o-verc- its difficulties and rectify its mistakes.

Scourged by hungere, debt and the threat of nuclear

war, our world is full of Yitiiíi and contrasts.

At one extreme, lie the industrialized countries

where average per caput income is as much as ten



thousand dollars a year, where people consume

more than 3 400 calories a day. At t7 t othe-:::eme

are nearly 2 500 million inhabitants of the deve]lop-

ing orld incomes barely amount to 31 llars

a year

Linking these tw emes is a single syste

single economic orar, whose injustice has been

repea Jly condemn rithout, howeVer, very much

bii i.oue to remeúy The exchange of raw

at_ i Is for te_.1 is gro , increasingly

unfair, with more and more f fish meal or sugar

being needed to purchase just ne tractor.

The external tatt is a blatant means of extracting

fld transferring resources; this year the figure was

970 000 nillion dollars, and many ,Aed

more tit9.1-1 50 percent of their 1984port re- inues to

t he industry of death and

sophistica ec arms, ce sale of which di the
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worseTJE our countries' p: with dramatic
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constricted demand, reduced credit and public spend-

ing, and brought about a decline in production and

employment and a drop in incomes and deterioration in

nutrition, which hit ha :,Dor hardest of all.

I am here now because we have decided to adopt a

different approach. We have abandoned the prescrip-

tions of the International Monc-ary Fund and are now

resolutely following the pad. ed CAA for us by

FAO - rescuing the rural world as a source of well-

being and nutrition. We now planning to expand

production, increase consi_ 73n, facilitate access

to credit and promote proauctive public spending.

Of the two alternatives - the International Monetary

Fund and FAO - we have chosen 1-9_ latter. The duty

of our Cover sents is not to the external debt

or accept conditions which restrict our development.

The duty of our Gover iients is a Christian and h ian

one: to combat hunger and stand up for justice,

since everything can be sacrificed save the inalien-

able right to life.



That is why, Distinguished Delegates, we have fo ned

a government which is both nationalist and democratic

- nationalist with respect to the external debt, so

as to protect our domestic market and restore its

prosperity, and democratic in order to eradicate

inequalities and construct an economic model with the

basic aim of feeding the population, both now and in

the future.

Our all-important objective now is to obtain solidar-

ity and justice under a New Economic Order and

achieve the objectives of the World Food Conference,

which more than a decade ago resolved to abolish

malnutrition. But we shall do this, not by asking

for charity or begging for alms, but by calling for a

fairer system in which the value of the work of poor

nations and their equal sovereignty are recognized.

The world needs a new basis for trade and the dis-

tribution of wealth. A neu Tonetary sy.stem is re-

quired in which the dollar is no longer the sole

universal currency, turning us into the tools of one

single country.
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This, Mr Chairman, is what we are doing to regain a

real awareness of our country's geography.

Over the centuries Peru, once the base of an empire

founded on agriculture, has f ten its mountainous

terrain, its altitude, its mou _ain ranges and its

native crops, and begun to cc , foreign foods

grown on plains which do not e:Ast in my country,

thus falsifying its view of itself. We have seen how

this situation has worsened over the last decades.

Every country has an awareness of its geography which

enables it to dominate it technologically - an aware-

ness of its ability to exploit geor--!-ical reality.

The European conquest dissociated th_ Peruvians from

their geography, orienting them toward the consump-

tion of foreign foods and resources and alienating

them from their real situation.

Over the last few decades, agricultural production

in my country has declined. Yield per hectare has



fallen, while food mports have increased consider-

ably. The huge uption of foreign food products

has caiT he countLyY tecltcal conditions and

social o_ anization t( :ten. As a result

)e( ave _ faith in their ability to con-

thei, ge aphical environment. Food im-

ports are not just a foreign exchange problem; they

also mae a country touc__ la its sense of its

own history and eogr

wheat, which from a

another ecological syst- and 'oes not grow in Peru,

ended the lness of he 1 the mountains and

the technical instrum for dol :ing the

old language, the cual structure, faml y rela-

tions, and any L f political or religious aware-

ness. PeruvianE e c- ,

to accept scarcity and

poverty as an ine%itabl fact of life, and th

peasants, without movin from their land, are exiled

from their o history.

cons uption of

raphical area,



Yet less than 500 year he agrarian civilization

of the Inca provided sufficient food for a popula-

tion as is or even larger than the present one,

because the 1, Peru s )hy and

dominated it teciluologiLally. Five _Ituri a

like today, Andean civilization c, aat

ecological variety, resembling mo half the

climates in the w ld. its, very

similar t epal io Ch

veLy di ent_

;entina0 The gi r co

-31 leve s and climates Thmin ed by

ILca civilization through techal WL,T s

simplification. ALI re of the country's rug

mountainous g graphy, the Incas du i TteH by

growing r.ops on terraces str a up the

si

While other civilireH ionE iains and plateaux

replaced the plough with the tractor, which is -

on flat land, Peru relied on different technical
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beaten, e eated. The A:.(7' were no longer the

historical and economic centre, but be c the hote

of those who had lost the battle.

n ly country '

tiva tL_ peasants

their land in the An( to go tc _ city is the

desire to escape frow the centurieb of living as a

conquered racee conquest gave rise to a false

vision of Peru, which treated the country as though

it consisted of lowlands and plateaux when in fact

is mountainous, a country made for terrac- or

growing potato and ruf which constitute our

contribution to humar cory. Peru gradually

converted into a country consuming wheat, a crop re-

quiring large stretches of lowland which do not exist

in my country.

Little by little millions of hectares of terraces

were abandoned; the roads which linked the agricul-

tural zones of Peru were forgotten, the population



shrank and society retreated before geography. The

land no longer provided the people with an identity;

it was just a deposit for the vanquished or the tool

of social domination in the feudalism that then

arose.

For almost five centuries Peru has ceased to identify

itself with the land. Like almost everyone else, we

have had an agrarian reform but a juridical reform

concerned solely with title deeds, which has main-

tained the domination of the to over the country-

side, the marginalization of the Andes that began

with the Conquest, and the growing trend toward

importing food. Society continues to be divorced

from its physical basis.

The great Indira Ghandi once quoted from this same

rostrum a Hindu hymn which says: "All the creatures

that live on the earth are born from food,.live on

food and when they die they return to food."
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I idght pa7.7 phrase this by s 7ing: "Societies are

born frou. live on food - build up their

Areness of and ',:hrough the

c Asume, 3i0n of their

capacity

For this cracy wc

in Peru is in urban locracy, not a bureaucratic

4 1.17 a historic

er with the 1nd, affi

tion of )c)(1 and our gE:

From the beginning of this century Peru has been

following th- path laid dow- for by the Conquest.

It o lo le cycle ;:h. capitalist

economy. ies, Peru

emnrted agrult:: i:eria such as cotton

mgar, but 11se were Iced by a new agri-

..ure, located near r iea, differ nt from Andean

:ulture. The economy of the Andes continued to

be margina
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The process of industrialization impoverished the

Andean peasants even more, accentuated migration, and

implanted in the peasants arriving in the city a

feeling of insecurity with regard to food and tech-

nological capacity; and since the land is linked to

people's self-awareness, the i .ts also lost their

self-respect. The generosity o he land was re-

placed by the hostility of the environment, and

the idea of society as a community was replaced by

individualism as a response to the hostile

surroundings.

Since 1970, the oil crisis and the end of the ex-

pansion in world economy have led to protectionism in

the richer countries. The multinational corporations

have been replaced by banks as a means of drawing off

the surplus. In my country industry has been af-

fected by the o7Ening up of the market, since imports

are financed by greater indebtedness; and in recent

years kflarginalization and destitution have grown

worse.
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Peru has been, then, successively an exporting

country, a country in the process of uroan industri-

a1.7 'Lion, and a debtor country, retaining throughout

the same kind of link with world capitalism: the

affirmation of urban life, administrative procedures

,,,nd importation, and continual depression of

--iculture.

There are therefore deep contradictions in the

structure of my country: excessive centralization in

the to s and particularly the capital; a very high

concentration of incomes; and great imbalance between

industry and administration on the one hand and an

increasi 'y depressed agriculture on the other.

This produces a vicious circle: agriculture produces

less and less because of food imports, the peasants

therefore grow ever poorer, and industry in turn

grows weaker because it lacks a market for its

products.
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History shows that the attempt to maintain financial

relations through a "carousel" of new loans leads

only to a worse situation.

We deplore the fact that the economically stronger

countries do not understand the need to find a

political solution to this problem.

We deplore the fact that the many talks and meetings

have not yet led the debtor nations to agree on

action. We believe in joint action and solidarity,

but not in inertia. We also believe in national

decisions, and therefore reject the idea of continu-

ing to contract debts in order to pa7; previous ones.

We reaffin our decision to allot 10 percent of

exports, that is to say, only one out of every ten

dollars olf our ei:po,;-: earnings, to servicing the

debt. At this moment when hundreds of millions of

people in Africa, Asia and Latin America are waiting

in vain for food, when poverty and violence loom over

our societies, the banks can wait: the poor have

waited long enough for reason and justice.



Peru's decision means that interests and debt pay-

ments will vary, but that a ceiling will be set. It

is the answer of a poor country and a decision that

will not be revoked.

The proposals made at the last meeting of the

International Monetary Fund in Seoul to establish new

lines of credit through other financing bodies are

intended to avoid a financial crisis for the Fund, to

maintain monetarism as the official theory and affirm

th,:l preeminence of an institution whose theories and

conaitions result in aggravating the problems from

which our countries are suffering.

To maintain these positions, the North American Banks

consider the value of Peru's debt to have deterio-

rated, and loans and disbursements have been detained

by limitations and amendments. But these sanctions

wi I not make us turn back. We feel that this is the

price to be paid in order to recover our sovereignty,

and the price of our people's food.
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what Peru was. A revolution is only the reconquest

of one's o history. So when people ask us what we

will do with the resources that we now keep within

Peru, zeply that these resources will serve to

bu-"d a new economic and social model that can be

E 1 ed as a democracy for food. For this reason

it is of special significance for Peru to come to

this anniversary of FAO.

First of all, we affirm that the fundamental basis of

nationalism is the land. There is no such thing as

theoretical nationalism: a nation is not as in the

old idealistic philosophy, a "thinking I"; a nation

is technological capacity over geography and only

rec -ion and awareness of this geography can

enab2L. us to produce the food that this geography can

give us and break the vicious circle of imports which

impoverish the peasants and condemn urban industry to

an inadequate market.

We therefore believe in the obligation of our country

and other countries to get their o land to produce
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and put their o societies to work. It will take a

long time, but we are going to replace the food pro-

ducts we consume today by those that Peru's land can

produce.

Peru, whose contribution to history included culti-

vatior of the first potatoes, which were later intro-

duced into many other countries, has gone back to

being an importer of potatoes; _'ru, which, with the

rest of Latin America, introdccr. Taaize into the

human diet now i 2;:ts 40 percent of its maize; it

imports dairy produce -nd fats, soybeans, and all

wheat, which is the , t: 2l of the poor in

since, as I mentioned above, mountainous terrain is

not suitable for wheat.

We are also aware tha:: th ricultural surpluses

distributed throughout Lhe u.i1d are distributed in a

market where some countries rticularly the most

powerful countries, hold a mori poly; these countries
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tak (17.antage of this situation to ring pressure to

bear our countries. Moreover agricultural

surpluses which are sold to the rest o

favou lble terms have an adverse -ffeci

f our country, keeping )eop

rance of what ru could produce, impoveris

and discoura6_ _'eruvian agricultu_

We do no to self--ufficiency bu 7ather to

the devel iït f in6.1 : crops

maize c.nd quinoa.

With the arrival of the Europ conquerors, some

cr-ps to wh4 h old Peru accoraea a religious

of their high calorie and ro_ -

content were banned for this very reason. d

like to recover this forgotten germ plasm,

like to recall the long period when Peru he

over it- -_-aphy; all o,

the imp ,i ion -f eating habi poL.

which were not right for us. We fore e

lished, three months ago, a fund to support fatm
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prices, and took one decisiv tion: we i .__d the

inti2:re'st rate on ag _cultural cr,.E. in C most

de_ ,-A areas t Le-fifth of what it

months This )nE ransfer:' _o the

countrysl e somethiLL5 c1 _as, until ow, een the

privilege of the town cultural 'Irest rates

of 108 or 110 percent has: reduced by the

Andina del Peru to 19 per -;:ri areas where

violence is rife, to 10 peL. way of provid-

ing Goverrt aid for these reg o -.

However, our nationalism is exp

agriculture but also in fisheric--..

not only in

d of pro-

ducing fish meal for foreign rn 3hould be

channelling our = to feed our own people.

In this assembly, which is concerned i ulture

fisheries, it is interesti o rrorCi tat Deru

considered one of the majo 'shing count

thl , 3d, and at one prided ourselves on

bei the ag countr3 I-:wever, our country is a

comparatively small consumer of fish, whereas in



Japan per caput _ons uption per annum is over 60 kg,

and in other Latin American countries wAch do not

have these resources cons uption is more than 20 kg.

In Peru, at one time the leading fishing country in

the world, average consumption per caput per annum is

only 10 kg. In the last thirty years, out of every

100 tons of catches, only one was used for human

consumption. The other 99 were sold off as fish

meal, to fertilize European crops.

We have seen the uncontrolled establishment of

excessively large factories to take away the fish

resources of a hungry nation.

Here I should like to say, Mr Chairman, Mr Director-

General, that, although for many years Peru's coastal

waters have served European fa Ing in the form of

fish meal despite the many millions of human beings

suffering hunger I ,rft sure that the people of Peru

will join me here in offering our vast resources in

fish and industrial facilities now lying idle to

assist the poor of this earth.
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In the third place, nationalism in food is also an

affirmation of democracy. Although democracy means

equitable distribution of resources, democracy should

start with the poorest, it should start with the mar-

ginalize_ __Jants in the Andes. TheY are at the

base of the social pyramid in Peru. We are also

encou -g the production and con-u,--zion of potato,

maize, T1noa and other commodities, -iecause these

crops are gro on plots belonging to the Andean com-

munities, which are the poorest in Peru.

The transfo a ion model we propose is based on food.

Our nationalism through the reconstitution of a

cons uer model, is democratic because it begins with

the poorest peasant, and it is decentralist because

it is focused on the land. Democracy cannot be the

reproduction and supremacy of the urban model;

democracy must recognize the social organizations

that have stood the test of time, like the communi-

ties in Peru, and adapt the structures of the new



State to them. In the last t:: months, Peruvian

Government ices aave established what we call

"A -,an micro-regions" to help the marginalized

,
_s. These are development planning and admini-

strative units coordinated with economic ts and

with the ized population. Until now, ublic

and heal h services havE the privilege of

tne urban, 1. 41strial a1 administrative 3ectors.

Through this effort, h its micro- i)ns

Government will reach _grarian sector with its

health food and technol services.

e to seek the solidarity of all

nati)ns, i demonstrate our solidarity within

Peru, between Peru's industry and cities and society

as a whole. This is wh, tre rethin'-iT the very

concept of 11h care. used to be Cae urban

concept of health aE tal and curative care: now

it shou be prewent and primary care, vaccination

and food thr It the agricultural regions.
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By 1ing interest on agricultural credit, sup-

porting prices, subsidizing fertilizers and dis-

tributing the social services of health, education

and chnology, it is planned to spend on agriculture

thE reds of millions of dollars previously ear-

r p our debt.

)nary new aspect of life in our

r r7'.tion of the peasantCOElT communil; organization of Peru

hE he ;age of time because of its social

solidty and la,:cause it was absolutely marginal-

ized, and in thousands of co unities, uillions of

'ins are the liv!--s proof of the old historical

aw ss and the fc: :en time when the land

belonged e

The 3tatc recognize the peasant COM77,7:-. as

itself. this end, we have allocated

ources directly to the communities. The State has

never been able to reach them, suspended as they are
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at an altitude of four or five thousand metres.

Now we shall reach them directly, by-passing

bureaucratic and urban midelln who would distort

the Government's idea of linl 'ng up with the peasant

ities.

Hoi just as th vian Government is now pro-

pori r nalist and decentralized democracy

fci, we are also trying through food to

:uct a hohlog,..meous economy.

Ao_ e =-L 13 ago that the economic

ors ir urban industrial and admini-

tive sectors, . e sharply divorced from the

ma- al economy of agriculture therefore want

to create a national consumer market, taking account

of production and the well-being of peasant families

in the national demand.

The entrepreneurs and industrialists in my country

arc that only the development of marginal



agriculture and the distribution of income among the

peasants will strengthen the possibilities of devel-

opment for urban industry, which is now in a state of

crisis for lack of a market. For this reason,

repe.: tl,at, although the surplus commodities

importee represent a subsidy for the urban popu-

lation, because of their comparatively low price,

they are in the last analysis a thrrt to the

population since they - 7 he of a col2E!,

market among the peasants.

Just as, in the old African parable mentioned by

President Kenneth Kaunda, the newly-arrived guest

received food for the first few days and then was

given a hoe, our country cannot live on cheap imports

which jeopardize 4ts future. Our countries should

carve out their future by increased agricultural

production, since large-scale subsidies destroy their

very structure.
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In the fifth place, the C 11T) nt's food n

follows an anti-crisis mi ar

of inflation in my countLy, in c :ountri

polistic prices, costly imports, fundam

the reduction i 'Icultural supply; t _educed

productivity of oi land is on cf the c causes

of inflation. In Peru, he pro, on

-erage 30 tons of potatoes Pet lg, as I have

ady mentioned, the country whE his plant

originated. With fertilizers and improved seeds,

this hectare could double Its yield in a very short

time. In the way, are of maize could

in its yield by 50 percent.

When we are asked, "Why this preoc- ion with

agriculture?" we answer that the ment s limited

resources have to be used in the mic sector

where the capital yield per product is highest.

A job in agriculture, or increased uctivity,

costs 30 to 40 times less than it .a industry

or in Gover ment servic- in my country. The rate of

far ' than that of otl sectors.

soci +.4 and economic yield of agriculture is therefore
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ied to :_2Astrate that the food model

prov ,.)y the Peruvian Government is the basis of

acy. We want a nai Ist and decent zed

acy, the constitutiov. of an internal ,Aler

market and an for as

inflation pen,iocs. Howeve t is a

partid i ry model in a society at torn by

violence. The wo '1' press and media describe my

country as one in rip of violence and

subversion.

In recent years, the dramatic of terrorism

and subversion has led to th ' of deaths. We

reject totalitarian ideologicl ilispiration and the

justification of violence as a historical right. We

shall meet subversive Tffh the arms of the

and of democracy, fighti ' but respectinE

and human rights.



However, we understand why terrorism has chosen the

most depressed areas in the country, try' to

exploit the wretchedness and frustration of the

peasants and hide behind the age-old organization of

peasant co unities, taking advantage of their

organizing capacity.

In the United Nations General Assembly, I explained

that this was why we limited our repayments of

foreign debt, and called for a regional agreement in

Latin America that millions of dollars should not

continue to be spent on arms when they could be

saving the forgotten peoples from their poverty and

rehabilitating depressed regions, through direct

allocation of resources, lowering of interest rates,

encouraging the consumption of locally produced

commodities, and the recognition of their social

organization. By restoring to them the historical

force of which they have been deprived, the Govern-

ment will truly identify itself with society, and

democracy will be imposed es an efficient development
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model. The idealogical struggle in Peru, as in all

the poor countries of the world, is the struggle

between violence, which has raised itself to the

status of an ideology, and democracy, which has to

prove its ability to solve social problems. I am

fully confident that democracy will conquer violence;

but it will have to conquer with the strength of

justice and development for the most de ciired

sectors. Democracy must mean, above all respect and

defence of the most important human right, which is

the right to bread.

This is, Mr Chairman and Honourable Delegates, the

major historical purpose of our efforts to constitute

a nationalist democratic and popular Government; an

effort to rebuild geographical and historical aware-

ness; an effort to emancipate Peru historically; an

effort, Honourable Delegates, to affirm nationalism,

democracy, decentralism and the constitution of a

sound economy that will survive the crisis; and an

effort to win bread, which is peace and freedom.
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Te therefore taken 1-e liberty of giving you a

tccount of the I y of which could be

that of any Latin American country; to illustrate, in

ho age to FAO on ite Fn tieth Annivers.nry, the model

of food demo re advocati seeking to

prove that foou is UUL uuly a r -o hunger but

also a cultural symbol around dution may

be constructed.

The Peruvian Gov t it shares these

great objectiv Tith other nations, knows it is part

of a broader m of the poor peoples of the

earth represented here. In this way my country

identifies with the Non-aligned Movement and thc

countries of Africa now suffering from drought -

i te. Honourable DE1- es, amoi _he many t

y__ take away with yo L om this a.ubly, take

will, the resolve of Peru to recover its own history

and face all obstacles; tell your peoples that the

Peruvians stand by them in their struggle and in

their hope.



Our Gove ent's objective is the revendication of

the right to life. Hunger is not a life sentence for

humanity. God created the world with enough intelli-

gence and resources for life. But the history of the

turnan race and the -goism of the very powerful have

:ibuted t_ sources badly, making us live in

a paradoxical

l'_eve in God, we believe in our dai ) breado

lik l'cal pro. Isaiah, 'ever cease

hope ay '11 be t r- 'nto

ploug: -;-s and spears into scythes. And no country

will raise its sword against another, nor will men go

forth to war Then we shall convart today's a s

into bread, ' the bread will gr,Ldually be trans-

formed into r7ace and justice, and it will not be, as

now, r hunger that unites us, nor the hunger of

otherb; we will be united by the hunger for God

alone.
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words of a Peruvian, an Andean poet let me
- Peru today would like to knock on all doors,

' loors of all nations, and ask for I know not
w om, and bake him pieces of fresh bread, in the
warmth of its heart.

Thank you.
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